search terms, timespan and database indices. The Web interface allows downloads of up to 500 records at a time, but with more than 20,000 records returned, she wanted an easier method.
So, she asked Thomson Reuters (the owners of WOS) for application programming interface (API) access so that she could download more records at a time. While our library subscribes to WOS, large data pulls like that require additional permission. Thomson Reuters was helpful, providing access and information about their API. An API is a set of procedures and terms that other computer programs can use to access a software program, website or database.
It turns out that their API uses SOAP. This API is an eXtensible markup language (XML) that can send search requests and receive results over the Web.
While we could have written a program from scratch to extract the data, we decided to leverage some free tools to speed up the development process. SOAPUI is a tool designed to test SOAP Web interfaces [2] . It allows the user (you) to write a script that interacts with a SOAP website. There are both free and paid versions. The paid version makes some aspects of the script writing easier, but we used the free version.
To interact with WOS using SOAP, there are several steps. First, authenticate as a valid user, run a search, then retrieve and save the search results. In SOAPUI, we created projects to hold steps for Authentication and Searching. To the Searching project, we added a "test suite" which allows us to run several actions in sequence. We then pulled the authentication routines into the test suite.
By running the Authenticate script and Search script, we were able to test the connection and our search terms. Then we began adding elements needed to automate the process.
When we retrieve records, we are allowed to specify the sort order and which record(s) we want returned. One of the restrictions is that each "retrieve" step is allowed only 100 records. But, you are allowed to have multiple retrieve steps one right after the other.
We could have added 200 individual "retrieve" steps, but decided it would be easier to simply "loop" through the step 200 times using a "Conditional Goto" step in SOAPUI. As the retrieve request specifies which records to send, we also added a step in the "Groovy Script" language used by SOAPUI to increment the retrieve request parameter each time.
Then we hit another restriction. The rate of requests is limited to 2 per second. So, we added a delay of half a second to the loop.
We finished the process by adding scripts to initialize the variables and close the Internet session.
The procedure of downloading 21,602 records took 12 min and created 217 text files. We also ended up creating a set of scripts that can easily be adapted for other faculty queries.
Here is a detailed step-by-step guide for setting up the process:
(1) In the Web interface using the Advanced Search, determine your search criteria. (Figure 3 ).
(6) Be sure to select "Stores all file paths in project relatively to project file" so that you can find the output files later ( Figure 4 ). (7) Save the project ( Figure 5 ). (8) When creating one of the projects, also select "Create TestSuite". That is where we will put our scripts. Remember to select "Stores all file paths in project relatively to project file" also ( Figure 6 ). For example, if we searched for "anhydrous composite" or "plastic resin" or "fiberglass" in topics, we need to rewrite it a bit adding the Topic field indicator of TS (or TO). TS ϭ "anhydrous composite" or TS ϭ "plastic resin" or TS ϭ "fiberglass" [5] . (45) The query ID will be 1, as we have only one query. It can be seen in the results of the search step. (46) We can set the first Record variable to 1 and the count to 100 to retrieve the first 100 records. To retrieve the second 100 records, the "first Record" variable will need to be increased to 101. For testing, we can set the count to 2 records. (47) Name is AU for the author field and sort is A for ascending. with the retrieve window highlighted, look at the lower left of the main SOAPUI window to where it says "Test Request Properties". Scroll most of the way down to find the property named "Dump File". In the Value cell to the right, enter a file name. Each time the retrieve step is run, it will save the output to this file, replacing anything that may have been in the file before ( Figure 30 ). (51) Put a sample name like "testSOAPUI.txt" in this area, run the test suite and then find the file on your computer. As you selected relative paths for the project, it will be saved to the same directory where you saved the TestSuite project. Open the file to see that it is a copy of the retrieve step results (Figure 31 ). (52) As a general note, be sure to save your project often during this process (Control-Alt-S, under the file or project menu or the "Save All" icon) so that your work is not lost. (53) To add the automation, we need to loop through the retrieve step many times, changing the firstRecord entry and dump file name each time. (54) We need some parameters to keep track of the download progress. Add a step to the test suite to initialize them. In the TestSuite window, click on the search test step, then click the Star to add a "Groovy Script" step. Name the step "Initialize". In the Initialize step window that pops up, add the code: We are starting with a small batch size and number of records to test the script.
After it runs well, we will increase the batch size to 100 and the number of records to the "recordsFound" value returned by the search request. (61) We need to add a loop so that the retrieve step is repeated. In the TestSuite, click on the icon to the left of the check mark to add a Conditional Goto TestStep. Name it Goto and move it to just above "closeSession" (Figure 34 ). (62) In the Conditional Goto window, click on the green plus to add a condition. Name it whatever you want. In the "Condition XPath Expression" section of the Conditional Goto step, add:
(63) In the "Target step" section, select the retrieve step ( Figure 35 This will create a file name that changes each time the retrieve step runs. You can change the words "Output-" and ".txt" to whatever you want ( Figure 36 ). (68) Test the file name by running the whole test suite (click on the green arrow in TestSuite window) and verify that new files of those names were created. Delete these output files before your final run, as they are not needed ( Figure 37 ). This process can be used for other searches in WOS by changing the search terms. Test new search terms on the Web site to be sure they will return the desired type of results. You can also download data from other repositories that use SOAP. Just change the WSDL URLs and read the messages returned by the Web site to adapt the scripts as needed. 
